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Sins of the Mother
2010-06-01

have the sins of the mother come upon the daughter jasmine larson bush is
finally living a drama free life she s left her lying cheating stealing
stripper days behind and is standing by her husband s side as the first lady
of one of the largest churches in new york city the bushes have been blessed
with the best of everything including two lovely children but just when
jasmine has committed her life completely to god her daughter jacqueline is
kidnapped from a mall the day after thanksgiving the police and the church
community join in the frantic search to find the four year old as the days
pass without any sign of her daughter jasmine begins to crack under the
strain and turns to brian lewis jacqueline s biological father for solace has
jasmine s past finally caught up to her will her daughter be found or will
jasmine pay the ultimate price

Victoria Christopher Murray and ReShonda Tate
Billingsley's Pastors' Wives 4-Bo
2011-12-06



for fans of victoria christopher murray and reshonda tate billingsley comes
an ebook box set an ebook boxed set by collaborators victoria christopher
murray and reshonda tate billingsley includes lady jasmine sins of the mother
let the church say amen and everybody say amen

Truth Be Told
2007-11-01

the author of essence bestsellers temptation and joy returns with a story
about one woman s personal and spiritual journey to overcome the consequences
of her husband s dark secret grace monroe has the ideal life a devoted
husband adoring daughters and a booming career in politics newly elected on a
christian platform to the los angeles city council she is determined to put
her mistakes behind her and focus on her bright future but when a secret from
her husband s past is revealed setting off a chain of attacks that threaten
to rip her family apart grace must face a dilemma that will force her to
question her life and her faith



The Personal Librarian by Marie Benedict And
Victoria Christopher Murray
2023-06-27

the personal librarian by marie benedict and victoria christopher murray the
plot revolves around belle da costa greene a knowledgeable librarian who
secures a prestigious position in the elite circles of art and rare book
collecting however what remains unknown to her colleagues is that belle is
actually a black woman passing as white she works under j p morgan a
prominent figure in the field and faces challenges and prejudices as a woman
in a male dominated industry through flashbacks the reader learns about belle
s background her parents richard and genevieve had promising lives initially
but were forced to leave south carolina due to racial tensions genevieve
determined to secure a better future for her family passed them off as white
when they relocated to new york belle becomes the centerpiece of her mother s
ambitions in the present belle establishes herself in the art collecting
scene using her femininity and unconventional appearance to divert attention
from her racial identity she faces challenges and threats including from anne
j p s daughter who questions rumors about belle s background belle also
develops an emotional bond with bernard berenson and eventually decides to



pursue a relationship with him despite j p s disapproval belle faces the
pressure of maintaining her white identity while navigating sexism in her
profession she proves her expertise during a trip to europe outsmarting
experienced dealers and collectors and solidifying her reputation however
belle realizes that traditional notions of marriage and motherhood may not be
viable options for her the story explores belle s journey as she confronts
issues of racial identity gender bias and the pursuit of personal fulfillment
in a society filled with prejudice and limitations belle s encounter with
bernard in europe during a supposed work trip turns disastrous when she
becomes pregnant and bernard refuses to accompany her to a london abortion
clinic back home belle grows weary of pretending to be white and becomes
increasingly reckless while dealing with her own heartbreak her relationship
with j p reaches a breaking point when she rejects his advances belle finds
solace and healing in reconnecting with her father here is a preview of what
you will get a detailed introduction a comprehensive chapter by chapter
summary etc get a copy of this summary and learn about the book

Veronique
2009-03-17

from the bestselling author of the personal librarian comes the third in the



the divas series following the stories of four fifteen year old girls who
form their own singing group veronique wants to be a star just as much as her
fellow divas do but there s more to it than just fame for her unlike her
middle class friends at holy cross prep veronique is there on scholarship and
if she wins a recording contract she can move her mother and brothers out of
their crummy apartment but veronique has another dream that s hers alone she
longs to meet her dad who disappeared to new york when she was just a baby
could going to the big a with the other divas be veronique s big chance to
find him veronique knows she ll have to do some legwork on her own though so
she turns to the internet for help while it seems like a miracle when she
gets a response her friends aren t so sure is veronique putting herself in
danger just when the divas are on the brink of really making it big and will
her faith and her friends be enough to keep her safe

Diamond
2010-05-11

from the bestselling author of the personal librarian comes the first in the
the diva series following the stories of four fifteen year old girls who form
their own singing group diamond winters is the one who formed the divas
singing group with her wealthy loving parents and an endless supply of charm



she s always been able to sweet talk her way into anything but this time has
diamond talked her way right into trouble diamond has support for her group
from her family and church but she has a lot going on she s made it onto the
school s varsity cheerleading squad and she s caught the eye of the totally
cool senior jason xavier jax is sweeping her off her feet but diamond is
starting to feel as if she s in over her head diamond has always been so sure
she s in control will she have the courage to ask for help and guidance when
she needs it and will the divas even manage to stay together long enough for
the first round of the talent competition

Never Say Never
2013-06-04

in this emotionally charged and inspiring novel from the author of the
personal librarian a passionate and dangerous love affair threatens to
destroy both a marriage and a friendship when miriam s fireman husband
chauncey dies while rescuing students from a school fire miriam feels like
her life is over how is she going to raise her three children all by herself
how will she survive without the love of her life luckily miriam s sister
friend emily and emily s husband jamal are there to comfort her jamal and
chauncey grew up together and were best friends jamal and emily know they



will do all they can to support miriam through her grief jamal steps in and
helps miriam with the funeral arrangements and with her children plus he
gives her hope that she has a future but all the time that they spend
together grieving sharing and reminiscing brings the two closer in ways they
never planned includes a reading group guide with an author q a and
discussion questions for book clubs

Wrath
2021-01-05

the award winning author of the personal librarian delivers an unforgettable
story of a marriage caught at the crossroads of passion and rage the
inspiration for four lifetime original movies chastity jeffries and xavier
king come from very different backgrounds though they have one thing in
common they re both living with family secrets chastity is the only child of
a prominent pastor and has been raised with privilege but her father s
testimony as a philanderer and her mom s role as dutiful wife have tainted
her view of love xavier never knew his father and his mother abandoned him
his grandmother raised him in a household built on cruelty and violence
instead of love and acceptance instilling in him a fear of abandonment and an
enormous sense of insecurity sparks fly when chastity and xavier meet and



their whirlwind romance feels almost too good to be true chastity is swept
off her feet but before long cracks begin to show in xavier s perfect façade
and it is only a matter of time before that façade comes crumbling down when
xavier s wrath erupts at a level chastity has never seen who will it destroy
forever

Destiny's Divas
2012-06-05

sierra raine and liza are destiny s divas a gospel group whose unique blend
of singing and testifying has gained them fans across the country they tell
the world about how good god has been to them but off stage each is living a
life totally opposite to what she preaches and each is harbouring a secret
that could ruin them all one fateful evening all of their dark secrets are
exposed and a diva commits an act that will land her in prison for the rest
of her life each has a motive who will crack

Pride
2023-04-04



the 7 deadly sins series that inspired four lifetime original movies
continues with this unputdownable novel following mortgage broker journee
alexander as she tries to escape the secrets of her past without losing all
she has worked to build in the present journee alexander grew up believing
that the only person she could depend on was herself after being abandoned by
her mother burning bridges with friends and narrowly escaping bad business
dealings with her first mentor her trust is hard to earn and harder to keep
but she has overcome all of that and now as a successful mortgage broker at
the top of her game in houston s booming real estate market she has every
reason to be proud of her accomplishments she achieved this massive success
on her own there s no need to put her trust in anyone else but when journee
starts receiving cryptic text messages from an unknown number threatening to
destroy everything she has worked to build she is out of her depth for the
first time forced to consider accepting help from someone journee turns to
the first man she loved the one who got away but old habits are hard to break
and after trusting only her own instincts for so long can she put her pride
aside and accept advice from an old flame or should she put her trust in a
brand new love who is in sync with all that she wants to do journee is forced
to confront the secrets of her past the old hurts that never seem to heal and
the fact that sometimes a meteoric rise is just the first step in a
devastating fall that will change her life forever



Machine Learning Proceedings 1991
2014-06-28

machine learning

SINS OF THE MOTHER. BK # 5
2010

jasmine larson bush is finally living a drama free life she s left her lying
cheating stealing stripper days behind and is standing by her husband s side
as the first lady of one of the largest churches in new york city but just
when jasmine has committed her life completely to god her daughter jacqueline
is kidnapped from a mall the day after thanksgiving the police and the church
community join in the frantic search to find the four year old as the days
pass without any sign of her daughter jasmine begins to crack under the
strain and turns to brian lewis jacqueline s biological father for solace



Stand Your Ground
2016-10-25

after a seventeen year old african american boy is shot dead by a white man
the boy s mother and the shooter s wife face difficulties

Destiny's Divas
2012-06-05

they can talk the talk but can they walk the walk sierra raine and liza are
destiny s divas a fresh new gospel group whose unique blend of singing and
testifying has gained them fans across the country they tell the world about
how good god has been to them but off stage each is living a life totally
opposite to what she preaches and each is harboring a secret that could ruin
them all twenty something sierra dixon speaks about the joy of being single
and celibate though she is anything but drifting from one relationship to
another although she stresses the importance of unconditional love within the
family raine omari has hit her breaking point with her mother in law and is
ready to take drastic steps and when liza washington discovers that her
pastor husband is in the middle of a scandal that could bring down more than



just their ministry she knows she must do something to stop him one fateful
evening their secrets are exposed and one diva commits an act that could land
her in prison for the rest of her life each has motive who will crack

A Blessing & a Curse
2017-04-18

first ladies rachel adams and jasmine bush are back and a shocking secret
will change their lives forever in the latest collaboration between national
bestselling and award winning authors reshonda tate billingsley and victoria
christopher murray rachel jackson adams and jasmine cox larson bush started
off as archrivals more alike than they care to admit the first ladies have
battled since they met during a heated american baptist coalition election as
their love hate relationship endured everything from a murder cover up to a
reality show these women give new meaning to the word scandalous but now a
long forgotten photo leads to a startling revelation and jasmine heads to
rachel s family reunion in smackover arkansas in search of answers with her
sidekick mae frances by her side this big city girl isn t ready for the
country or rachel s over the top family that may change her life forever



The First Ladies
2023-06-27

the instant new york times bestseller a novel about the extraordinary
partnership between first lady eleanor roosevelt and civil rights activist
mary mcleod bethune an unlikely friendship that changed the world from the
new york times bestselling authors of the good morning america book club pick
the personal librarian the daughter of formerly enslaved parents mary mcleod
bethune refuses to back down as white supremacists attempt to thwart her work
she marches on as an activist and an educator and as her reputation grows she
becomes a celebrity revered by titans of business and recognized by u s
presidents eleanor roosevelt herself is awestruck and eager to make her
acquaintance initially drawn together because of their shared belief in women
s rights and the power of education mary and eleanor become fast friends
confiding their secrets hopes and dreams and holding each other s hands
through tragedy and triumph when franklin delano roosevelt is elected
president the two women begin to collaborate more closely particularly as
eleanor moves toward her own agenda separate from fdr a consequence of the
devastating discovery of her husband s secret love affair eleanor becomes a
controversial first lady for her outspokenness particularly on civil rights
and when she receives threats because of her strong ties to mary it only



fuels the women s desire to fight together for justice and equality this is
the story of two different yet equally formidable passionate and committed
women and the way in which their singular friendship helped form the
foundation for the modern civil rights movement

The Deal, the Dance, and the Devil
2011-06-07

what would you do for five million dollars adam and evia langston have lived
in their own little garden of eden since the two married at the age of
seventeen working their way up from the humblest of beginnings the langstons
have thrived beyond anything they could have ever imagined now they live in
the finest home drive the best cars and indulge in all the trimmings that
signify their massive success but then the recession hits and rips apart the
family s financial stability unable to support their three children and other
relatives adam and evia find themselves drowning in financial trouble and
teetering on the brink of complete disaster with nowhere to turn the
langstons have no idea what to do until shay shaunté evia s multimillionaire
boss comes to the langstons with a five million dollar offer that seems so
hard to refuse will the langstons make this deal or will they recognize that
the glitter of five million dollars may be far from gold



Pride
2023-04-04

the 7 deadly sins series that inspired four lifetime original movies
continues with this unputdownable novel following mortgage broker journee
alexander as she tries to escape the secrets of her past without losing all
she has worked to build in the present journee alexander grew up believing
that the only person she could depend on was herself after being abandoned by
her mother burning bridges with friends and narrowly escaping bad business
dealings with her first mentor her trust is hard to earn and harder to keep
but she has overcome all of that and now as a successful mortgage broker at
the top of her game in houston s booming real estate market she has every
reason to be proud of her accomplishments she achieved this massive success
on her own there s no need to put her trust in anyone else but when journee
starts receiving cryptic text messages from an unknown number threatening to
destroy everything she has worked to build she is out of her depth for the
first time forced to consider accepting help from someone journee turns to
the first man she loved the one who got away but old habits are hard to break
and after trusting only her own instincts for so long can she put her pride
aside and accept advice from an old flame or should she put her trust in a
brand new love who is in sync with all that she wants to do journee is forced



to confront the secrets of her past the old hurts that never seem to heal and
the fact that sometimes a meteoric rise is just the first step in a
devastating fall that will change her life forever

Grown Folks Business
2005-06-07

sheridan s husband wanted to stop living a lie but how was she going to live
her life knowing the truth there s no other way to say this i m in love with
someone else with these words sheridan hart s life as she knows it comes to a
crashing halt she thought she was living every woman s dream for the past
seventeen years of marriage quentin had been a model husband father and
business partner but for all those years he d been hiding a secret from her
in fact he had kept his secret from everyone his startling confession is a
lifelong attraction to men and he is leaving her to be with his lover while
coming to grips with the destruction of her marriage sheridan must also deal
with the emotional reactions of her sixteen year old son and ten year old
daughter when word gets out about quentin everybody has something to say her
family her friends and her church community all have advice to give and
judgment to dole out but at the end of the day sheridan must lean on her
faith and her heart to decide what s best for her family



Aaliyah
2009-10-20

from the bestselling author of the personal librarian comes the fourth book
in the the divas series diamond india veronique and aaliyah are fifteen year
old high school sophomores on their way to becoming the hottest new group to
hit gospel music the divas that is if they win the team talent competition
now the fourth book in the series follows aaliyah as she comes face to face
with a secret from her past straight a student and brainiac of the group
aaliyah is an only child living with her father the deputy chief of police in
los angeles even though aaliyah isn t interested in singing she s shown a
remarkable natural talent since childhood it takes a bit of persuading to get
aaliyah to be a part of the divas but she gives in and joins the group to be
close to her friends during one of their rehearsals the girls hear a song by
zena a successful african american singer all the other girls are inspired
and imagine themselves being as successful one day except for aaliyah who
turns off the cd and grumbles that they can find a better role model then
when aaliyah learns that zena will be attending their performance accompanied
by her father her whole world comes crashing down and all of her friends who
d been told that aaliyah s mother died when she was a baby suddenly realize
where her natural singing ability came from



The Ex Files
2013-04-30

when their pastor asks kendall asia vanessa and sheridan to meet weekly for
prayer they can t imagine they will have anything in common but then a
devastating tragedy strikes and these strangers are forced to reexamine their
choices will they find true friendship or will prayer and their union fail
them

The Saxophone Winter
2001-10-23

the saxophone winter s long white season is the winter of 1938 39 when the
great depression has exhausted the people who have lived through it and
hitler s war seen on the horizon appears as salvation from its grip it is at
this moment in the history of his small hometown that christopher waterton
gets a chance to try to dream his own dreams but at the same time he must
also deal with the distresses and machinations of both his elders and his
contemporaries this is a serious time in a review of the book louis k
mackendrick says these teenagers the bulk of the story s cast are not



fumbling inarticulate embarrassing gawks they are sensible intelligent
individuals with range depth and substance they are not miniaturized adults
not children but simply believably teenagers of their time and the entirety
of their lives is both understood and shown in the round sensation not
sensationalism but fourteen year old christopher is not enclosed in a teenage
world he becomes embroiled with and must try to understand what is happening
around him among his teachers and other adults who are powerful in long river
pop 4000 he quite suddenly falls in love for the first time and emily falls
in love with him they flaunt it and there are repercussions two love starved
teachers trapped in a calvinist profession become mean christopher s best
friend fielder feels left out and this culminates in him devising a
punishment with unforeseen repercussions both emily s parents and christopher
s own are concerned with the intensity of their children s devotion when they
are discovered to have necked in a hammock at a party at emily s place they
are forbidden to see each other they get around this injunction easily with
the help of emily s very independent grandmother but then there is the moment
when emily signals that she is ready to go all the way suddenly christopher
is being asked to go too far too fast when he is gifted with a saxophone at
christmas christopher s life expands if emily is one kind of dream that
appears to be coming true the saxophone is another the lessons he takes from
gabe who plays saxophone in a local band are not all about music gabe is
living through the sad hell of a shotgun marriage and christopher s other



good friend purvis is seventeen and an outcast from his family when
christopher introduces him to his young english teacher miss lee the story
begins its run toward its climax christopher s father is general foreman at
long river s public works yard and is also the chair of the school board when
the high school is gutted by a fire he awards the contract to refurbish the
building to a contractor not approved by the town s mayor who is accustomed
to rewarding his friends and supporters later he defends miss lee who may or
may not have been intimate with purvis and the mayor takes his revenge so too
does the winter itself as much as anything patricia bradbury writes the
saxophone winter is a tender love story between the author and the process of
adolescent awakening it can be argued that such territory is one of the
writer s toughest grounds such clarity of recall for the experience of first
love so beautifully evoked here requires a masterful hand the saxophone
winter robert harlow s seventh novel is good read for anyone from twelve to
eighty and beyond

The Devil Made Me Do It
2014-07-01

the voluptuous esther wiley has always known that she is special she s a
tiara wearing wand carrying kind of cinderella princess in disguise the



problem that her very own fairy godmother the prophetess mother reed
struggles with is getting her to live like it briggs stokes is the reluctant
heir to his father s worldwide multimillion dollar televangelist ministry yet
he yearns to be his own man his past mistakes have caused him a private life
of hurt and loneliness esther and briggs meet and develop a deep soul
connection until tragedy strikes and the two are thrust apart their
separation leads each down a different path scattered with emotional
minefields while each step they take brings them closer to who they were
always meant to be the devil is on assignment he sends in reinforcements to
usher in confusion and create chaos and soon no one is safe the members of
love zion church reel from the rumors innuendo and downright sabotage that is
going on around them when others devise evil schemes to seek the destruction
of esther and briggs through jealousy greed and murder only divine
intervention can save them as an all out battle for dominion breaks out in
the heavens will esther and briggs become a casualty of war

Joy
2008-12-14

victoria christopher murray s bestselling novel shares the story of a
successful black christian woman who must decide how far she is willing to go



to have a future with the man she loves anya mitchell feels greatly blessed
the owner of a successful los angeles financial services company she is also
prosperous in love thanks to handsome writer braxton vance true they have
real differences over their future and she must struggle at the same time to
show her emotionally wounded cousin sasha the right way in life but anya s
faith in god s promise is unshakable until the night she is brutally attacked
in her office by a stalker reeling with anger and fear she wrestles with soul
wrenching doubt and the temptation to rely more on her own strength even more
devastating is braxton s insistence that she trust his version of what god
wants her to do facing heartbreak and disillusion and answers she never could
have expected anya must now come to terms with what she truly believes and
discover the joy that lies in god s surprising plan

Diary of a Mad First Lady
2012-09-16

michelle knows that being the first lady of mount zion baptist church is an
important and much coveted position so she always gives thanks for a dutiful
husband and a prosperous life but she also prays for darvin to spend more
time with her talking about something other than mount zion s affairs
michelle s faith is further put to the test when the seductive vixen daphne



carlton arrives on the steps of their church determined to make michelle s
life a living hell so that she can get rid of michelle and assume her role as
the first lady with michelle representing the reputation of her husband and
church she feels the burden to respond in a prim and proper manner but she
knows that in real life such behavior might not be enough to defeat an enemy
once and for all how far is the first lady willing to go in order to stop
daphne

India
2008-10-14

best friends and gospel singers diamond india veronique and aaliyah compete
in a nation wide talent search in the hopes of landing a music contract an
effort that is complicated by india s hidden struggles with an eating
disorder original

What Mother Never Told Me
2013-05-28

parris mckay goes to france in search of her mother but the meeting opens old



wounds for both parris finds solace in two new friends who like her are
coming to terms with a legacy of long buried secrets

Envy
2018-06-19

the 7 deadly sins series that inspired four lifetime original movies
continues with this thrilling novel following a woman who wants more than
just a relationship from her newly discovered half sister she wants her life
a heart at peace gives life to the body but envy rots the bones gabrielle
wilson has the perfect life a beverly hills mansion a loving family and a
massively successful pr firm when her father admits that an affair he had
years before resulted in a daughter gabrielle is shocked but is actually
happy could this be the sister she has been praying for all her life keisha
jones s life is a struggle her late mother worked on the streets and school
was its own nightmare when gabrielle offers to fly keisha out of arkansas to
meet the family keisha instantly agrees but gabrielle doesn t realize that
keisha has known about the wilsons for years keisha is determined to have
everything she has always envied and nothing can stand in her way includes a
reading group guide with an author q a and discussion questions for book
clubs



Lust
2017-02-07

from the naacp image award winner and national bestselling author victoria
christopher murray a novel inspired by the seven deadly sins about a woman
caught between an entertainment mogul with a shady past and his childhood
friend who is out for revenge tiffanie has lived a sheltered life in a very
strict household with her pastor grandfather and grandmother in washington dc
but when she meets damon king she falls for the successful entertainment
business man despite his history as a drug dealer everyone sees nothing but
the brightest future for the couple but there s one person who wants to
destroy them trey johnson is damon s childhood best friend with whom he built
quite a successful drug business but when the game got hot and damon decided
to leave trey stayed and continued to sell drugs until he was arrested and
spent seven years in prison but now he s out and able to attend the wedding
while damon is thrilled to have trey back and hopes to bring his best friend
into his business trey has other plans he blames damon for his demise and
plans to ruin him even if that means bringing tiffanie down as well trey is
sure he will succeed but he doesn t know that there will be deadly
consequences and at the end there will only be one man standing



Temptation
2000-09-06

kyla and jefferson blake count their 16 years together as a wonderful
blessing from god their marriage is passionate their daughter is a joy
jefferson s medial career is prospering and they have loyal friends kyla
knows her newly divorced and lifelong friend jasmine is desperately unhappy
and no amount of prayer or encouragement seems to help but what kyla doesn t
know is that jasmine has a plan to move her life forward with the type of man
she feels she should have married in the first place a man like jefferson
alexis ward kyla s best friend is single and successful and willing to wait
for the right man for all the right reasons but when mr right dr brian lewis
finally appears she finds herself facing a new challenge does she really have
to walk away from what she believes in order to have a man in her life as
people who love god kyla jefferson and alexis discover each in their own way
what happens when they truly allow god to be first in their relationships
full of contemporary characters who struggle to keep their strength
friendships and daily lives framed by the word of god temptation is a novel
no reader will soon forget



Wrath
2021-01-05

the award winning author of the personal librarian lust envy and greed
delivers an unforgettable story of a marriage caught at the crossroads of
passion and rage chastity jeffries and xavier king come from very different
backgrounds though they have one thing in common they re both living with
family secrets chastity is the only child of a prominent pastor and has been
raised with privilege but her father s testimony as a philanderer and her mom
s role as dutiful wife have tainted her view of love xavier never knew his
father and his mother abandoned him his grandmother raised him in a household
built on cruelty and violence instead of love and acceptance instilling in
him a fear of abandonment and an enormous sense of insecurity sparks fly when
chastity and xavier meet and their whirlwind romance feels almost too good to
be true chastity is swept off her feet but before long cracks begin to show
in xavier s perfect façade and it is only a matter of time before that façade
comes crumbling down when xavier s wrath erupts at a level chastity has never
seen who will it destroy forever



Proceedings of the ... International Joint
Conference on Artificial Intelligence
1991

from the author of the personal librarian three los angeles women who ve
helped each other overcome heartbreak are reunited eight years later when
their troublesome exes come back into the picture in this follow up to
victoria christopher murray s bestselling novel the ex files sheridan kendall
and asia first bonded when they met seven years ago at a church prayer
support group and now their friendship has blossomed into a strong sisterhood
they ve helped each other through the tragedies of their breakups and
together they ve celebrated their triumphs but now their exes are back
wreaking havoc on lives they ve work so hard to rebuild sheridan has found
love again after her ex husband left her for a man but old wounds are
reopened when her ex husband appears with his fiancée a woman and all of
sheridan s insecurities and doubts come rushing back kendall s former husband
is now married to kendall s sister sabrina and though kendall has refused to
interact with either one in the last seven years she s forced to reunite with
sabrina when their father is diagnosed with cancer asia has done her best to
move away from her married boyfriend a former star with the la lakers but



when they share a kiss old desires are rekindled and asia decides that it s
time for her and bobby johnson to get back together again with her trademark
writing that has the kind of momentum that prompts you to elbow disbelief
aside and flip the pages in horrified enjoyment the washington post forever
an ex is murray s best novel yet

Forever an Ex
2014-06-17

in this emotionally charged and inspiring novel about a love triangle secrets
between best friends threaten to blow up friendships and a marriage and
change lives forever when miriam s fireman husband chauncey dies while
rescuing students from a school fire miriam feels like her life is over how
is she going to raise her three children all by herself how will she survive
without the love of her life luckily miriam s sister friend emily and emily s
husband jamal are there to comfort her jamal and chauncey grew up together
and were best friends jamal and emily know they will do all they can to
support miriam through her grief jamal steps in and helps miriam with the
funeral arrangements and with her children plus he gives her hope that she
has a future but all the time that they spend together grieving sharing and
reminiscing brings the two closer in ways they never planned



Never Say Never - Free Preview (The First 7
Chapters)
2013-05-03

this is the sweet version of the rebel bride edited to be suitable for a
younger audience victoria carrington is a small town southern debutante who
is accepted into college in chicago her roommate goes missing and victoria s
family is convinced she is in danger alone and somewhat irritated by the fbi
s forced protection she throws herself into her passion photography her
photography studio is housed in an historic building while she is there one
afternoon she is led to a room that does not appear to have been touched in
100 years she finds an old hand tinted ambrotype of a soldier buried in a
stack of paintings as she is staring at his face her world begins to spin
quincy butler is trapped in a hell he could never have imagined fighting yet
another battle in the war between the states he is shocked to encounter a
woman on the field when she begins to speak to him he realizes she is
southern and assumes she is the enemy his intention to apprehend and take her
to his superiors is cut short however when he is shot and wounded as victoria
tends to quincy s injuries will she be able to convince him to trust her when
she is kidnapped by a mad man will quincy save her before she is lost to him



forever

The Rebel Bride - Sweet Edition
2021-05-10

victoria carrington is a small town southern debutante who is accepted into
college in chicago her roommate goes missing and victoria s family is
convinced she is in danger alone and somewhat irritated by the fbi s forced
protection she throws herself into her passion photography her photography
studio is housed in an historic building while she is there one afternoon she
is led to a room that does not appear to have been touched in 100 years she
finds an old hand tinted ambrotype of a soldier buried in a stack of
paintings as she is staring at his face her world begins to spin quincy
butler is trapped in a hell he could never have imagined fighting yet another
battle in the war between the states he is shocked to encounter a woman on
the field when she begins to speak to him he realizes she is southern and
assumes she is the enemy his intention to apprehend and take her to his
superiors is cut short however when he is shot and wounded as victoria tends
to quincy s injuries will she be able to convince him to trust her when she
is kidnapped by a mad man will quincy save her before she is lost to him
forever



The Rebel Bride
2017-08-15

on the day of her father s funeral brooke green s grandmother breaks the
shocking news her mother sarah is very much alive living in atlanta she
abandoned her family because she claimed she wasn t fit for motherhood but
began an new career and even has a family in atlanta stunned brooke doesn t
know if she wants answers or revenge when she meets sarah s husband tony
brooke sees the perfect way to make her mother pay but her plan for revenge
just may leave everyone in danger and end up costing brooke more than she
ever bargained for

Seeking Sarah
2007-01-09

the second book in an exciting and inspiring new series from national
bestselling author reshonda tate billingsley they share a precious gift
joining rachel jackson s church youth group has been a lifesaver for camille
alexis jasmine and angel the fabulous four share everything from juicy gossip
to mentoring school kids but their loyalty is put to the test when two of the



girls get caught up in problems of their own and may drag their girlfriends
down with them will they forget who their friends are wealthy alexis seems to
have the perfect life but no one can see her fear as her parents head for
divorce meanwhile jasmine is tired of being the glue that holds her mother
and siblings together and she escapes by moving in with her father both girls
are tempted to do something drastic to get the attention they crave and both
need to hear rachel s hard won advice on why stealing will only get them more
trouble but when it comes to winning back camille and angel s trust alexis
and jasmine will have to find the answers in their own hearts

Blessings in Disguise
2014-07-15

1 national bestselling author reshonda tate billingsley gets to the heart of
loss love and betrayal in her latest novel that is sure to delight her
legions of fans felise is not the kind of woman to cheat on her husband
especially with her best friend s man but after one perfect storm of a night
it happened and she can hardly believe it herself to top it off when she woke
up in the morning she found that the man to whom she guiltily made passionate
love died of a heart attack overnight felise who is a nurse and a good
citizen at that leaves the hotel room without reporting his death when her



best friend paula finds out about her husband s sudden death a day later
felise is overcome with guilt and grief she must be there for her friend and
her family but when her husband repeatedly tries to apologize for his
absentminded behavior and paula starts investigating who stephen was with the
night he died felise finds it hard to hold herself together should she come
clean and tell everyone what she did or should she just let it go and move
past the mistake on her own

What's Done In the Dark
1980

Australian Sculptors
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